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Audi R8 Le Mans Prototype in the 24 Hours of Le Mans ... Dan Carney is a Design News senior editor, covering automotive technology, engineering and design, especially emerging electric vehicle and ...
IndyCar Aeroscreen Targets Improved Driver Safety
This is proving to be a good year for British four-wheel-drive vehicle manufacturer Land Rover. Just recently, they won the 2021 Women’s World Car of the Year (WWCOTY) and bagged two recognitions in ...
Land Rover Defender wins 2021 World Car Design of the Year
Le Monde estimates that the manufacturer could face fines up to 5 billion Euros (£4.57bn). PSA’s engineering chief previously acknowledged that the company deliberately cuts emissions control ...
Peugeot Citroen emissions probe reveals 1.9m cars could have "fraudulent" software
Here are his top tips for making a success of a career in engineering Having traded its ... Farrell returned to TWR as chief engineer on the Nissan Le Mans programme, before the call-up came ...
How to be an ace engineer: BAR F1 and BTCC man Steve Farrell
Roland Dane says Broc Feeney is one of six drivers in the running to join Red Bull Ampol Racing in 2022. Earlier this year it was announced Jamie Whincup would retire from full-time Supercars ...
Dane confirms six-strong shortlist to replace Whincup
Since Chevrolet introduced it for the 2016 model year, Hennessey Performance Engineering has tuned the sixth-gen Camaro from mild to wild. The most low-key upgrade is the HPE650 package for the SS ...
Watch Hennessey Build the Final “Resurrection” 1,200-HP Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 1LE
Ben Hodgkinson comes to Red Bull from Mercedes, where he has been head of engineering for Mercedes ... a turbocharged engine used by MG in the Le Mans 24 Hours. He then moved on to Ilmor, where ...
Red Bull F1 Engine Program Lures Former Engineering Boss from Mercedes
Texas-based tuner Hennessey Performance Engineering has the goods to transform the sixth-gen Chevy Camaro into an absolute beast, including a 1,200-horsepower “Resurrection” build intended to slot ...
Building Hennessey’s 1,200-HP Resurrection Chevy Camaro ZL1 1LE: Video
Legendary design firm Italdesign and Williams Advanced Engineering, a spinoff of the Williams Formula One team), are partnering on a modular EV platform for low-volume production. The goal is to ...
Italdesign and Williams to offer performance electric car development services
The most important aspect of the EVO37 is the engineering team behind it ... and it’s going to number 10 examples in total. Auto Italia reports that €480,000 is the asking price of the ...
Modern Lancia 037 Revival Boasts Twin-Charged Engine, Integrale Version Incoming
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine are private, nonprofit institutions that provide expert advice on some of the most pressing challenges facing the nation and world. Our ...
Health and Medicine Division
The promise of 3D printing in automotive applications is clear for all to see, but it still takes clever engineering to get ... compete in the 1963 24 Hours of Le Mans. April 30, 2021 at 9:44 ...
Formula 1 Engines Use 3D Printing, But Not Quite In The Way You’d Think
Bizarrely, it turned out that then BMW boss Bernd Pischetsrieder was the great-nephew of Sir Alec Issigonis, the brains behind the original Mini, who died in 1988. Pischetsrieder is even said to ...
Celebrating 20 years of the BMW Mini
What big conversations need to happen to help us inspire the next generation of engineers? Asks Dr Hilary Leevers, CEO of Engineering UK We’ve launched a new campaign to encourage discussion about how ...
Have your say: How do we inspire the next generation of engineers?
Silk-FAW, the joint venture between Italian engineering startup Silk EV and Chinese auto giant FAW Group, announced last week that it has hired former Ferrari CEO Amedeo Felisa. Felisa is an ...
Silk-FAW hires ex-Ferrari CEO ahead of Hongqi S9 hypercar launch, global expansion
Two-time Le Mans 24 Hours winner and Hans-Joachim Stuck ... will share one of four Reiter Engineering-entered machines with Austrian driver Kris Rosenberger. The X-Bow GT2 is powered by a 660 ...
Two-time Le Mans winner Stuck to make racing comeback aged 70
MUNICH, May 3, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- 2020 was an eventful year for Nagarro, a global leader in digital product engineering. While Covid-19 impaired normal life and rattled the global economy ...
Annual Report 2020: A year of transformation for digital engineering company Nagarro SE
2415. São Paulo-SP, Brazil. 3 Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA. 4 Institute of Marine Sciences, Federal University of São Paulo, Imar-Unifesp, ...
Copper mining bacteria: Converting toxic copper ions into a stable single-atom copper
Ford Special Vehicle Engineering Manager ... Ford of Europe offered to bring the original GT40 press car from the 1964/65 Le Mans races.” Ford SVE purchased one of the early Ferrari Modenas ...
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